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Blockchain is seen as a new technology which potentially enables 
enormous cost savings and efficiency gains. Private blockchains allow 
the user to have more control over its configuration; they allow the user 
to specify which parties can participate and set the ground rules. 
However with great power comes great responsibility: it is crucial that 
these blockchains are set-up correctly in order to be able to rely on the 
benefit of blockchain, immutability. In this article we examine the 
intricate world of blockchain risks and give a first impression of a 
blockchain maturity model to enable organizations to work effectively 
and securely with blockchain.

Creating a blockchain maturity model

Blockchain: 
with great power comes 

great responsibility
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PUBLIC VERSUS PRIVATE BLOCKCHAINS

This article is the second in a series of articles about 
blockchain. In the first article [Spen16] an overview was 
given of the benefits of using blockchain and the differ-
ences between a public and a private blockchain.

The article ended with the conclusion that blockchains 
get their value from having multiple parties working 
together and sharing business processes in a value chain. 
Public versus private implementations each have their 
own pros and cons and therefore are different. To recap, 
please see Table 1 below.

Using blockchain technology is much more than simply 
introducing new IT; existing business processes and even 
entire business models will be changed by adopting this 
innovation. Blockchains deliver most of their value in 
having multiple parties work together in an efficient and 
effective manner, which means that the process of rede-
signing existing business processes is not a standalone 
action. One has to get the entire value chain ‘on board’ 
before starting to use blockchains.

This article focuses on the use of private blockchains, or 
more accurately called Distributed Ledger Technology 
(DLT). Currently most implementations of blockchain in 
the market are based on a DLT platform, such as Hyper-
ledger or Corda. Businesses choose such a type of plat-
form because they want to keep a certain level of control 
over their blockchain implementation, and a private 
blockchain or DLT enables them to do so.

INTRODUCTION

Blockchain is seen as a new technology which poten-
tially enables enormous cost savings and efficiency gains. 
It is almost impossible not to hear the word blockchain 
in the news at least once a day. It is applicable for a wide 
range of use cases and therefore in almost all industries 
there are organizations looking at the use of blockchain 
technology to optimize or enhance their processes.

The advantages of blockchain technology seem to have 
no boundaries. However, while current experimenta-
tion with blockchain is mostly in the proof-of-concept 
phase, what will happen when blockchains start to enter 
the business domain? The immutability of blockchain 
networks means that once data is shared it cannot be 
revoked. Are traditional IT risk frameworks still suffi-
cient to keep such risks under control? In this article 
we examine the intricate world of blockchain risks and 
give a first impression of a blockchain maturity model 
to enable organizations to work effectively and securely 
with blockchain.

Table 1. Key differences between public versus 
private distributed ledgers.

Public blockchain Private blockchain

Participation in network

Transactional privacy

Economic incentive for participation

Transaction volume supported

Commonly used for

Open

Not prioritized except for so-called anon-coins

Built-in

Low

Payments, remittances, prediction markets, 
distributed storage, paid social networking

Closed

Adjustable to the wishes of the participants

Contractually organized

High

Asset servicing, FX (Foreign eXchange), provenance 
tracking, trade finance, health care

One has to get the 
entire value chain 
‘on board’ before 
starting to use 
blockchains
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Distributed Ledger Technology

When using a public blockchain, as the name suggests, 
anyone can connect to the existing infrastructure of, for 
example, Bitcoin or Ethereum. This means that one can 
simply start transacting on this network without setting 
up an IT infrastructure to facilitate this.

Access and user management Scalability and performance

Authorization and
provisioning management

Change management

Interoperability Privacy

Data management Security

Figure 1. DLT risk areas.

Access and user management

User access management of blockchain technology is a new 
concept, for which so far no best practices and standards have 
been found and set. Blockchain uses unique addresses which are 
assigned to each participant in the network. This address is used 
for transactions (sending and receiving) and enable participants 
to authenticate themselves and these transactions by using a 
public key.

The provisioning process of these key-pairs (unique identifier) and 
assigning access rights is different for each DLT implementation. 
Due to the fact that DLT heavily relies on digital identity, this 
means that adequate management and security around the 
process of providing and storing the cryptographic keys is of 
great importance. In addition, users from multiple organizations, 
with user access authorizations are difficult to manage because 
the network is distributed, at this moment there is no oversights/
supervisory body which checks on valid access rights.

This results in risks of unauthorized access of participants 
(organizations) and users due to the lack of an overall 
supervision/oversight that manages access for user and 
participants.

Unlike public blockchains, the nature of private block-
chains is more similar to a traditional IT system in that 
the users of the platform have to set up and maintain the 
infrastructure themselves. So a group of banks running, 
for example, a trade finance blockchain on a private ledger 
will have to select the DLT implementation they see as 
most suitable and start deploying this on a set of nodes that 
they host. On top of this they have to configure settings, 
such as the consensus mechanism to use, the nodes which 
are allowed to connect to the network and the creation of 
identities.

As one can imagine, the greater flexibility of private 
blockchains also incurs a greater responsibility and 
getting grip on the risks involved in running such a 
platform is essential.

Therefore the writer of this article has carried out 
systematic research into the IT risks involved in imple-
menting distributed ledger technology for financial 
transaction processes. This has resulted in a DLT matu-
rity model which can be used to assess the state of a DLT 
implementation and how well certain DLT-specific IT 
risks are under control.

To clarify the concept of IT risk for the reader, the follow-
ing definition by ISACA [ISACA09] is taken as leading:

“The business risk associated with the use, ownership, 

operation, involvement, influence and adoption of IT 

within an enterprise.”

DLT IT Risks

The basis of the model has been a thorough literature 
review of DLT IT risks. A set of 51 papers was selected and 
analysed for DLT IT risks. 

The studies related to IT risks were used in combination 
with existing literature on financial services to build the 
IT risk areas. Implementing DLT technologies exposes an 
organization to several IT risk factors, these risks can be 
summarized into eight DLT risk areas, which are shown 
in Figure 1.

Some of the risks in the eight areas overlap with more 
traditional IT implementations, while other risks are 
completely new, due to the decentralized nature of a DLT 
system. For example, a new risk is the fact that all nodes 
need to upgrade their software version at the same time 
in order to prevent the blockchain from forking. How-
ever, this ‘new’ risk falls under a ‘traditional’ category of 
change management.
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To get an impression of how DLT influences these risk 
areas, see the box about the impact on access and user 
management.

IT MATURITY MODELS

Maturity can be described as ‘a measure to evaluate 
the capabilities of an organization with regard to a 
specific discipline’ ([Rose05]). A maturity model helps 
organizations to grow towards maturity by show-
ing the current standings and providing a roadmap 
towards increased maturity. In order to mature, a set 
of benchmark indicators is necessary. In the field of IT 
maturity, there are several models, mostly focusing 
on a sub-section of IT maturity, such as service inte-
gration, open source or DevOps. However, as noted by 
Becker et al. [Beck10] IT maturity models have rarely 
been conceptualized in detail and it is mainly the 
Capability Maturity Model (CMM) and its successor 
Capability Maturity Model Integration (CMMI) that 
have had a large impact in the area of IT maturity. 
In their analysis of IT maturity models Becker et al. 
conclude that 15 out of 20 articles refer to CMM(I) as 
the de facto IT maturity model.

Therefore, the authors have decided to use the CMMI 
maturity model as a basis for developing the DLT risk 
maturity model. The CMMI model uses five maturity 
levels to measure maturity, these five levels are the 
basis for assessing DLT Risk maturity (see Figure 2 on 
CMMI maturity levels).

Figure 2. CMMI maturity levels.

Level 1   Initial
Processes unpredictable, poorly controlled and reactive

Level 2   Managed
Processes characterized for projects and is often reactive

Level 3   Defined
Processes characterized for the organization and is proactive

Level 4   Quantitatively managed
Processes measured and controlled

Level 5   Optimizing
Focus on process improvement

Creating a DLT IT maturity model

Figure 3 depicts the steps to arrive at the maturity model. 
The sub-risks have been identified for each of the eight 
DLT risk areas detailed in Figure 1. The next step was 
translating each of these sub-risks into maturity self-as-
sessment questions. In order to keep this article brief we 
have included a small part of the maturity model in the 
section below.

Area: access and user management

1. Unauthorized access of participants
Within Permissioned DLTs network the risk of unau-
thorized access still exist. Because at this moment every 
participant can grant new members access to the net-
work, it is possible that unauthorized/untrusted parties 
will gain access.

2. Users are not uniquely identifiable
DLT uses unique addresses which are assigned to each 
participant in the network. This address is used for trans-
actions (sending and receiving) and enables participants 
to authenticate themselves and these transactions by 
using a public key.

The provisioning process of these key-pairs (unique iden-
tifier) and assigning access rights is different for each DLT 
implementation. Due to the fact that DLT heavily relies 
on digital identity this means that adequate management 
and security around the process of providing and storing 
the cryptographic keys is of great importance.
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The entire DLT landscape 
is still very much in 

development

Figure 3. Creating a DLT IT maturity model.

Determing
DLT IT Risks

Mapping onto
IT Risks constructs

Determe sub-risks
per construct

Determine maturity
self assesment questions

per sub-risk

Table 2. Risk area: access and user management.

IDRisk Maturity self-assessment questionnaire

Unauthorized 
access of 
participants

1.1.1

1.1.2

1.1.3

1.1.4

1.1.5

Is there a procedure in place that describes the onboarding/leaver process for 
user/participants in the network (DLT)?

Is there a supervision/oversight function that manages access for user and participants?

Are there security controls in place that detect unauthorized access attempts?

Procedures are in place for account recovery.

Are there monitoring controls in place to check on a periodic basis if the authorized 
users/participants still have the correct access rights (SOLL/IST)?

Maturity level

If yes: maturity level 2

If yes: maturity level 3

If yes: maturity level 3

If yes: maturity level 3

If yes: maturity level 4

3. Authentication mechanisms are not working
The DLT mechanism relies on unique addresses that are 
assigned to each member, which are used for sending/
receiving and authenticating transactions via a PKI 
infrastructure. Inadequate authentication mechanisms 
could result in authentication risks and being unable to 
correctly authenticate counterparties and existence of 
assets ([Berk17], [Lage16], [Walc15]).

Based on the three risks found for the access and user 
 management area, for this study the overall risks measure-
ment scales developed by NIST 800-53 [NIST13], OWASP 
[OWASP08] and COBIT [Hard08], [ISACA09] were adapted 
to measure the maturity level. The table below summa-
rizes the maturity self-assessment questions for sub-risk 
‘Unauthorized access of participants’ of the access and user 
management area.
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CASE STUDY – WHAT DID WE LEARN?

After validation of the model with IT risk managers, DLT 
experts and developers, the model was tested against a 
real life DLT use case at the Rabobank.

Rabobank group

Rabobank is a multinational cooperative bank and the 
second largest financial service provider in the Nether-
lands, serving over ten million customers worldwide. It 
is the leading financial service provider worldwide in 
the agri-food (wholesale, rural and retail) business, and 
is especially active in banking, lending, bank assurance 
and factoring within this sector.

Like many banks, the Rabobank is looking at DLT and 
is taking steps to explore the possibilities of this new 
technology. This provides a good opportunity to test the 
DLT maturity model against a high impact blockchain 
project.

While the specific details of this use case cannot be 
shared publicly, some overall conclusions of applying the 
blockchain maturity model can be given.

The entire DLT landscape is still very much in develop-
ment. An often used DLT platform for example is Hyper-
ledger Fabric. This platform has only been in a stable 
version 1.0 since July 2017 (one month before conducting 
this case study). It became apparent that when imple-
menting a DLT platform the focus is on getting this 
platform up and running as quickly as possible, which 
leads to certain risk areas getting more attention and 
with others to be resolved at a later time.

During the interview it was noted that many of the 
maturity indicators were steps that Rabobank was think-
ing of implementing, but that were not implemented at 
that moment in time.

The Rabobank commented that the maturity model 
provided concrete pointers as to which areas to focus 
on and how to improve their maturity. The framework 
clearly shows which areas are lacking in IT risk maturity, 
thereby helping to focus on improving the areas that 
need it the most. The necessary steps 

must be taken before 
DLT can replace existing 
technologies

IN CONCLUSION

A DLT enables multiple parties in a value chain to work 
together and share data and processes very efficiently. 
This reduces administrative work, reduces the risk of 
fraud by creating an audit trail of transactions and ena-
bles the automation of common business processes with 
the use of smart contracts. However, due to the nature of 
a DLT system, implementation also introduces new and 
specific risks that do not exist in current financial trans-
action processing systems. This is because a DLT system 
is an interconnected system in which multiple parties 
cooperate and share data, combined with the fact that all 
transactions logged on this system are irreversible.

The literature study shows that most IT risks associated 
with DLT need a different approach than more ‘tradi-
tional’ IT risks. The challenge for financial services firms 
that want to use DLT is therefore to convert these IT risks 
into mitigating procedures that eliminate these risks. In 
addition, it is concluded that the necessary steps must be 
taken before DLT can replace existing technologies.

By combining an IT risk maturity model with DLT spe-
cific risks as found in the current literature, a maturity 
model can be created to measure DLT IT risk maturity. 
This enables the user of the framework to assess matu-
rity and give specific and prioritized recommendations 
tailored to the situation.

The case study shows the value of having a DLT maturity 
assessment, as it can help not only by giving an impres-
sion of the current state, but it also helps to create a well-
founded and prioritized action plan to improve maturity 
levels. The overall conclusion is that DLT is still a very 
immature technology and more research will have to be 
performed about keeping control over a DLT system and 
making sure that all IT risks are properly dealt with.

Visit our website for more information about the KPMG 
Blockchain Maturity Model: https://home.kpmg.com/nl/
en/home/insights/2017/12/blockchain-maturity-model.
html.
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